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FAH MAI HOLDINGS GROUP, INC.
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A MESSAGE FROM
OUR CEO
Dear Potential Investor,
Firstly, I would like to thank you for your interest and consideration
in Fah Mai Holdings Group, Inc. (FMHG). Our team has been working round
the clock for 4 years to get us here. Following 15 years of collecting and
trading we analysed 10 years of readily available historical sales data on rare
whisky and confirmed that the correctly purchased rare whisky portfolios can
appreciate in value by over 50%+ per annum. Over the last 10 years, we have
seen an increased value of over 500% on some of the most traded bottles and
casks.
FMHG is the first publicly traded company in the world to use
Scotch Whisky as its primary investment asset. When we started FMHG
there was only a couple of cask brokers that were not really focusing on
investment, more supplying the independent bottling market. Today there are
many whisky investment companies out there to choose from. Most of them
are trying to sell you an individual bottle or cask and cannot offer a share in
a managed portfolio. Although we are seeing some funds pop up in Asia.
Savvy investors and whisky enthusiasts have been keeping this
secret to themselves for over a decade.
FMHG is now offering the opportunity for a select few to get
involved in an investment in rare whisky. We are the first company to put
together a structure that allows investing in a diverse selection of whiskies
as opposed to one or two bottles or casks owned individually. We have
established 4 brands and are working with some well known distilleries.

Hedging your bets in this manner not only gives you access to
what will become the world’s largest collection of rare whisky, but it also
enables you to see returns on your investment much quicker than
previously possible.
If you are an accredited investor (http://www.fahmaiholdings.com/accredited-in-vestor-qualification/) interested in investing in a
previously untapped asset class that has outperformed traditional assets
such as Gold and Oil and is safer than high-risk investments in hedge
funds or Forex trading then an investment in FMHG could be for you.
Thank you for taking the time to consider an investment with FMHG.

Louis Joseph Haseman,
CEO-Fah Mai Holdings Group, Inc.
Contact:
Email : louis@fahmaiholdings.com

With an investment in FMHG, the money which may have
previouslyallowed you to buy just a small number of bottles will now give you
a stake in thousands.
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ABOUT FAH MAI HOLDINGS
GROUP, INC.
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Fah Mai Holdings Group, Inc. (FMHG) is a US publicly traded company, with
subsidiaries in the UK and Thailand. Our ticker symbol is FMHG and you can find us
trading on the OTC stock exchange in the US.
Our Aim is to make money in a safe, controlled, asset-backed environment. We
will use whisky and other alternative assets such as antiques, comics, stamps, land,
property, and collectible carsto create an appreciating portfolio for our clients. Wewill
analyse bringing any asset into our collection as long as it meets the requirements
necessary to provide outstanding autonomous growth.
We have begun our journey to build a portfolio that provides incredible growth
with the security of assets to back our value. We are starting with Scotch Whisky (SW)
and will aim to create the world’s largest independent whisky collection. This will
consist of bottles and casks. This may take us a few years to achieve, and then from
there, we will move into other alternative asset classes.
Our Founder and CEO Mr. Louis Haseman established Fah Mai HoldingsInc.in
early 2017 after years ofinvesting,whisky collection and research. We have analysed 9
years of readily available historical sales data and found that rare whisky has appreciated in value by over50%+ per annum and over the last 10 years has increased by over
500%. This provides a very consistent stable base for our company to build its portfolio.
Starting with SW is a strategic move. SW has strong appreciation and a
relatively small unit value in comparison to land, property and other alternative assets.
It provides strong growth and appreciation but not huge outlays of funding. Rare SW
can be bought from anywhere as low as GBP 120.00 per bottle and still 300%+ over 5
years. This allows us to grow a highly appreciating portfolio with low risk and minimal
funding.
Here at FMHG we have strong core values such as Honesty, Integrity and
Perseverance. We work as a team and treat each other like family. This philosophy flows
through our relationships regarding our interaction with, clients, colleagues, and the
wider community. We believe strongly that those with the biggest shoulders should
bear the greatest responsibility. With that in mind, we actively support some of, who
we think, are the most valuable causes in Bangkok through social care activities as part
of our social responsibilities program.

For more information, please visit our website:
Fahmaiholdings.com
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INTRODUCING THE FAH MAI
WHISKY COLLECTION
FMHG is offering the chance to get involved right at
the beginning of trading on the OTC Stock Exchange. It has
taken us 4 years to achieve this status and we still have a long
way to go. Being a publicly listed and trading company creates
a regulated equity investment opportunity. You can invest in
FMHG and stay with us as we grow into the future.
Mr. Haseman started with his own modest collection
of rare Scotch and watched the value grow astoundingly over
the last 15 years at an average rate of 20-25% per annum, greatly outperforming his investments in gold and other indexed
commodities over the same period of time. This became the
initial catalyst that drew his attention to the potential of investing in Scotch on a larger scale.
After the recent success seen with the Platinum
Whisky Closed-End Fund, it has become widely accepted that
rare whisky is now an investment commodity that can be
trusted and relied upon. The predictions of “bubbles” in the
market from 2010 – 2014 popped after year on year rises in the
total market value of collectable Scotch. That, coupled with the
ever-increasing disparity between supply and demand, has
now made it clear that the interest in and value of rare whisky
will continue to grow for many years to come.
We are now offering the opportunity for members of
the public to join with us (subject to terms and conditions
regarding your financial status and whether or not you are
considered an accredited investor or not) and jointly benefit
from this unique investment market. It is our intention to grow
the combined wealth of this collection to USD 20 million over
the next 4 years, which we conservatively see to increase by
roughly 25% per annum. Our primary interest will be rare single
malt Scotch whisky.
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Whisky, Historical performance
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Historical performance has shown whisky, as an
investment asset, to have had a substantial increase in
demand over the past decade. Single malt Scotch has
become one of the most soughtafter whiskies in the world.
It’s arguable that Irish Whiskey is older and equally as
collectible but to date we have not seen GBP1Mil+ bottles of
Irish whisky for sale, yet we have seen that with Scotch.
We have looked at over 300,000 sales of single malt
scotch whisky sales through dedicated UK based online
whisky auction websites between mid-2011 to mid-2019.
Between 2011 and late 2017 average bottle prices
rose by over 100% to £276.57 per bottle, with 59,633 bottles
recorded as sold in 2017 the total market value was just
under £16.5 million.

2018 saw a huge increase in the number of bottles
recorded as sold by 67% to 99,774, however, as the pound
has weakened [1] and consumer confidence has dropped [2],
average bottle prices were left at just £207.96 for the year.
2019 has so far followed the trend started in 2018
with bottle numbers continuing to increase and average
prices continuing to fall. As of May 2019, we have seen just
over 43 thousand bottles recorded as sold, up 20% on this
time last year leaving the average bottle price in 2019 at just
£143.40 per bottle.
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However, the average bottle price is a very
broad measure of how the collectable whisky market is
performing and with such a huge increase in the
number of bottles being sold at the auction we believe
that the greater number of lower-valued bottles entering
the market is dragging down the average bottle price.

Historically whisky has proven itself to be a
good investment opportunity, providing solid returns for
relatively low risk and as the examples above show,
prices for the right bottles are continuing to grow even
in the face of economic uncertainty and a weakening
currency in the United Kingdom.

In fact, looking at the average bottle price of
bottles valued over £1,000 the data shows a 26%
increase in value from £2,064 at the end of 2017 to
£2,619 at the end of 2018.

However, this does stress the importance of
knowing which bottles and casks to buy and which ones
to leave while also highlighting that any investment into
whisky would be better made as a long term investment
rather than aiming for a short term gain.

This lead us to move heavily into cask acquisition in 2018 which has balanced out our portfolio as a
whole. Having built good relationships with distilleries
and cask traders alike we are able to acquire at a price
much lower than the general public and offer returns
that exceed 100% per annum on the trade of our assets.
If we look even closer at specific higher value bottles
from more sought-after distilleries we see that prices
have held strong and even increased while the market
average has dropped.
When looking at bottles such as the Black
Bowmore, Macallan 1961, Laphroaig 40 years old,
Ardbeg 1815, The Macallan Masters of Photography
Rankin Edition and the Dalmore Astrum. They have all
increased in value since the start of 2018 when the
average bottle prices across the market as a whole
began to weaken.
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Black
Bowmore - The Last Cask
Nov 2017 - Jan 2019

63.5%

Macallan
1961
Dec 2017 - Feb 2019

37.1%

Laphroaig 40 Years Old

26.0%

Dec 2017 - Mar 2019

Ardbeg 1815

1.3%

Feb 2017 - Jan 2019

Macallan Rankin

140.7%

Jul 2017 - Apr 2019

Dalmore
Astrum
Jan 2018 - Feb 2019

2

15.3%
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Why is there such a shortage of whisky
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The whisky market, like many other markets, works in cycles. Over the years it has seen many ups
and downs. Decades ago, distilleries credited with producing a number of whiskies that have risen to fame
in recent years, did not foresee the high demand that their bottles would yield today. Scotch whisky has not
always been as popular as we see it today.
At the start of the 20th century, the Scotch whisky industry was in the doldrums. There had been
a near total collapse in consumer interest. The volume of spirits produced in the UK for domestic consumption
fell by more than half (56%) from 100 million
litres of alcohol in 1900 to 44 million by 1912.
Attempts by the industry to improve the exports of whisky were stifled by the outset of World War
I and with little recovery, the 1920’s saw 40 distilleries (from 120) closed for good. Post-WWII Whisky was
promoted as an export to help the UK economic recovery and by the early 1950’s exports of Scotch Whisky
had reached £33 million up from £11 million at the end of World War II. The following decade witnessed
further gains and by the early 1960’s exports had risen to £81 million. (The National Archives, 1965). The
success of the previous decade was to continue, with the “1960’s and 1970’s representing a ‘golden age’ for
the Scotch Whisky industry” and by the mid 70’s exports had reached £228 million.
However, the end of the seventies marked the start of the next downturn, massive over-investment
through poor forecasting toward the end of the 1970s led to rapid and severe industry-wide restructuring.
Many distilleries would fall victim to this new round of closures and throughout the 1980’s (the majority in 83)
around 20 distilleries closed through a lack of demand in whisky
and overproduction in the late 70’s.
This latest round of distillery closures has created today’s shortfall in aged whisky, had the forecasters and distillery accountants of the 1980’s for seen today’s rising demand for single malt scotch whisky, we
would find ourselves in a very different situation. Although, we are where we are, demand is increasing year
on year and the supply is desperately trying to catchup.
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The preference for Single Malts over blends is a
relatively new event and this adds another level of pressure to
the distilleries. Large blends such as Johnny Walker, which are
made from younger age whiskies, are also continuing to
increase in popularity globally. This leaves distillery owners in a
position to pick between meeting current demands or ageing
their stock further to meet the demands of the future. Evidence
of this can be seen with the increasing number of NAS (No Age
Statement) bottles being released by the big name distilleries.
This trend is a sure signal that distilleries are desperately trying
to wear both hats while they work towards replenishing their
levels of stock.
From the start of the 1950’s to the end of the 1970’s the
Scottish whisky industry was continually growing, increasing
numbers of distilleries opened and amassing a huge stockpile of
whisky. Over the forty years that followed, distilleries closed in
record numbers in an attempt to manage the abundance of
whisky. All the while, interest in and the desire for Scotish
whisky continued to grow, somehow unnoticed, until we
reached a ‘point of no return’ in terms of supply and demand.
Only now are we starting to see increasing numbers of distilleries being opened to meet current demands, however, a
30-year-old single malt cannot be made overnight and the
40-year gap we’ve seen in the number of meaningful distillery
openings has severely depleted the amount of aged stock held
in distillery warehouses.
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Even with this delicate juggling act being undertaken
by the distilleries to meet all the demands currently upon them,
it will still take many years for them to accomplish their task. In
the meantime, we expect to see at least 10 to 15 years where
supply is significantly short of demand, further pushing prices of
aged single malt to even greater heights.
It has long been predicted amongst investors, consumers and producers alike that a time will come when the disparity
between supply and demand for whisky will be so great that we
will enter what has been termed ‘The Ten Year Drought’. It
would not be prudent to claim that we are now in that period nor
to guess when such a time will be upon us.

Distilleries have been working very hard to mitigate the
effects of such a shortage, the NAS releases are an example of this.
They have also been restricting the amount of ages whisky they
have been releasing each year yet however they manage to work
around the problem, the problem is still ever present. Simply put
there is not enough whisky to go around and as long as demand
remains high prices will continue to rise.
Currently, demand for both single malts and blends has
been growing steadily in traditional markets such as the UK, USA,
Europe, Australia and parts of Asia like Japan, Hong Kong and
Singapore. Interest from emerging markets mainly China, India and
South America has been growing slowly, however, should these
huge markets develop a taste for whisky then the current shortage
problem would be exacerbated exponentially. The USA has just
agreed to allow 70cl bottles of whisky into the country. This makes
a big difference to exporters from the UK not having to fill their
USA specific 75cl bottles
The Scotch Whisky Association reports that for the first
half of 2017 sales to China have risen by 47% to a total value of
£26,909,783 or 6.8million bottles. Compared to the top export
destination for Scotch, the USA at £387,943,976, China has a long
way to go before it claims the top spot
Even if China was never to reach the export figures
recorded by the USA, China remains probably the single biggest
market in terms of growth possibilities. In 2015 China had an urban
population of 730 million people and by 2022 an estimated 76
percent of China’s urban population will be considered middle
class. The term middle class is defined as an urban household that
earns between US$9,000 – US$34,000 a year and after adjusting for
the cost of living in China, that delivers a roughly comparable
“middle class” existence comparable to other countries. In effect by
2022, over 550 million people in China will be considered middle
class compared to just 4 percent in 2000. That would make China’s
middle class alone big enough to be the third-most populous
country in the world.
The potential for this burgeoning middle-class market in
China with a growing disposable income and a taste for exotic
western luxuries will surely put additional pressure on the existing
stocks and the current number of operational Scottish distilleries.
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WHAT WE ARE OFFERING ?
Fah Mai Holdings Group, Inc. operates an exclusive investment pool that specialises in the
collection and trade of unique and limited edition single malt Scotch whiskies. We source highly desirable
bottles from all over the world, specifically those that are produced in low numbers or originated from
already closed distilleries.
We store our bottles in secure storage facilities throughout the world allowing us to easily
transport items within our collection to various different global regions without the liability of customs
duties. At such time as we decide that a particular item is ready to be sold at auctions, to either private
collectors, whisky connoisseurs, high end hotels or lounges, we have easy access to move items
from our collection freely. All our casks are stored in HMRC bonded, secure storage facilities throughout
Scotland, until bottled or moved on.
We are offering the chance for you to start investing in the rare whisky market. As a pooled
investment you will become part of a larger group of investors and will benefit from our combined
purchasing power. With this greater pool of capital we will be able to secure the most promising bottles for
our collection that will, over time, reap the biggest returns. The bottles we are focused
on acquiring have the strongest potential for increasing their value over time and by their rarity will also be
the most secure bottles to invest in, ensuring that they will always remain in demand.
As the collection is sourced, secured, held and traded by the management team at FMHG You
can rest assured that we will be continuously working toward growing the value of the fundand
therefore increasing the value of yourinvestment.

- As an investor you will benefit from the combined
purchasing power of the group.
- Accessto the rarest collectable whiskies.
- Expect to see a high rate of return from a market that
averages 25% growth PA
- The collection is constantly monitored by the FMHG
team, acquiring and releasing bottles at the best possible
time to maximise the total fund value.
- The opportunity to purchase at priority, rare bottles direct
from our collection should they be earmarked for sale.
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EXAMPLES OF PERFORMANCE
To best illustrate our confidence in the rare
whisky market the following are just 2 examples of
gains made over recent years.
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LAPHROIG 40 YEARS OLD
Distilled in 1960, this 40-year-old was matured in Warehouse #1 for 40 years, prior to bottling on 29th May 2001. A
mere 3,300 bottles of this Laphroaig 40-year-old were made available and it remains the oldest official release of Laphroaig to
date. Our earliest observations of this bottling date back to 2013 when it was trading at auction for £1,550. Fast forward to
March 2019 we see this bottle trading at £5,800 a massive 274% in just 6 years. Laphroaig is a popular Islay distillery producing a peated single malt. It is named after the area of land at the head of Loch Laphroaig on the south coast of the Isle of
Islay. Today this bottle can be found at specialist retailers for almost £11,000.
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THE MACALLAN 1975 18 YEARS OLD
The Macallan 1975 18-year-old was bottled in 1993. Not from a known limited bottling, this bottle would have been as
part of the Macallans standard line up. However, due to the ever-increasing popularity of Macallan bottlings, it’s price has
increased considerably over time. We first observed this bottle at auction back in 2013 for a very reasonable £370. In December
2018 we observed this bottle trading for £1,870 a huge increase of 405% in only 5 years. Today this bottle can be found at specialist retailers for almost £3,700.
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JAN 2013 - DEC 2020
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WHISKY COMPARED
TO OTHER INVESTMENT
Drawing comparisons between both the average bottle
price and the average price of bottles valued over £1,000 with other
common investment markets, we see that over the last eight years
rare whisky has been one of the strongest performing investments.
While commodities such as Gold and Oil have ultimately
seen a decrease in value since 2011, the average bottle price of the
whole secondary whisky market has outperformed the FTSE 100
average. While the average price for bottles valued over £1,000 has
performed almost as well as the S&P 500 average.
We wouldn’t expect to see substantial short-term gains as
witnessed with investments such a Cryptocurrencies, or individual
company stocks. We might find that a particular Bottle may see a
sudden rise in value depending on popularity spikes or certain
news raising awareness of said bottle.
Many of the bottles that have dramatically increased in
value due to “flipping” ( The quick resale of newly released,
limited-release bottles), have seen their prices drop in the 12
months following. However, after prices stabilise, we often see
them start to steadily increase once more.
When considering Cryptocurrencies, undoubtedly there
has been no investment opportunity as significant since the Dot
Com Bubble in the late 1990’s to early 2000’s. However, similarly to
the Dot Com boom, the risk surrounding Cryptocurrencies remains
at staggeringly high levels and due to the continued lack of
oversight and regulation, the possibility of losing vast sums
overnight is ever-present.
For this reason, we chose not to include a direct comparison with Cryptocurrencies, instead, focusing on assets that we
believe to be of a similar level of risk. As with all investment portfolios, it is wise to spread risk by holding a diverse range of investments. For investors who are more accepting of risk, Cryptocurrency investments may be easily taken into consideration, but to
balance that level of risk we would recommend a consideration of
a longterm rare whisky holding.
22
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FAH MAI HOLDINGS GROUP, INC.
BRANDS
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Platinum Cask
www.platinumcask.com
info@platinumcask.com
08000588705
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FMHG is busy laying the groundwork for future expansion and further whisky related opportunities. Over the
past 4 years we have embarked on some interesting
whisky journeys. Platinum Cask, our cask trading
platform, trademarked bottling label and our online
shop, soon to be selling Cigars. Live events as a
franchisee of the Whisky Live brand. Whisky Bull, our
online auction and our distribution network.
Our first undertaking was to build Platinum
Cask (PC). PC is a platform that offers the chance for
those that do not want to, or can not afford buy a whole
cask of whisky as well as act as our retail brand for
independent bottlings. We have already bottled 3
expressions with Platinum cask and those sell on a
monthly basis well above cost.
This has enabled us to release the funds out of
some of our assets which allows us to grow the portfolio
at a faster rate during these important times. Our
long-term objective for PC is to see the brand become
one of the main channels through which we release
bottles held in the main FMHG - Rare Whisky Collection. It is 1 part of our exit strategy, coupled with our
online auction, Whisky Bull.
The new PlatinumCask.com website has been
created to perform two main functions. Firstly, to sell
our own PC bottled whiskies and original bottling’s.
And secondly, to sell and trade “Cask Fractions”. Cask
Fractions is a term we have come up with to denote a
percentage of a casks’ content without specifying exact
volume or value. These fractions are being sold to
investors and collectors to generate revenue and profit
for FMHG.

With cask fractions, you will be able to buy and
sell a percentage of casks at very competitive rate
whilst making a profit. There will be no management
fees or admin fees attached to your purchase. However,
we will take commission. When you sell your shares we
will deduct 20% of the profit for our service. For example, you buy a share for GBP 20.00 you sell for GBP 30.00
we will take 20% of GBP 10.00 (the profit) that will equal
GBP 2.00. You would receive GBP 28.00 in return. The
appreciation on this micro-investment, we project, will
be no less than 12% PA, compound. This is if you do not
sell your fractions beforehand.
So far to date we have sold 10 casks on our
platform returning between 7-104% on an annual basis.
We have hundreds of active members and
we are building a good community.
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Platinum Cask - Single Cask Releases
Form our collection of both single malt and
single grain whiskies we choose some of the most
interesting casks to bottle as part of our single cask
releases.
Our first release was a 10-year-old single grain
from Invergordon this was followed shortly after with
release of a 6-year-old Ardmore the premier release to
our Olympians Series. The Olympians Series from
Platinum Cask is a limited release set of 12 single cask
bottlings. Each bottling will represent one of the original
Greek Gods, starting with our first bottling Artemis.
Artemis is the archetypal virgin god, representing new beginnings and symbolising a deep desire to
create brand new ideas and methods of working.
A perfect fit for our first bottling.
Artemis is a limited bottling of just 314 bottles.
Distilled in 2011 it is a 6-year-old Single Malt from the
Ardmore Distillery bottled at 46% ABV.

With the Olympians Series, we will focus on
showcasing some of the more unusual and characterful
casks from our collection. For Artemis, we chose the
6-year-old Ardmore for its youthful vibrancy and exceptional taste at such a young age.
All Olympian bottles will be accompanied with a
signed print reproduction of the label artwork painted by
Cornish artist Susan Haseman.
Susan’s work normally focuses on the small
villages and inhabitancy that make up the Cornish landscape. However, for this special limited project, Susan
has been commissioned to re-imagine the Greek gods in
a set of 12 original works of water coloured art.
Our Single Cask releases are available exclusively to Platinum Cask Members.

“Artemis” by.Susan Haseman
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You will realise the return on fractions when you either trade
them with other members of the PC group or we sell or bottle the casks
content. This will depend on our analysis of what will provide the highest
return for investors. We have yet to setup the trading element of the
platform. We are currently unsure if we are going to add that as so far the
platform has been successful.
Similar companies are currently in operation offering either the
opportunity to purchase a whole cask or, to invest in ageing whisky still
held in the cask, on a per litre bases. This can
be either, too expensive or, confusing.
The main cause for confusion when investing in whisky by the
litre is the ageing process itself, but this is the same process that adds
value to the whisky. A litre is a fixed amount and over the years the
whisky is aged, a percentage of both the alcohol and the bulk liquid are
lost through evaporation, commonly termed the “angels share”. Roughly
7% to 9% can be lost per annum, therefore the longer you hold any quantity of maturing spirit, the more will be lost, and therein lies the confusion.
Bulk whisky is typically traded using the OLA measurement,
Original Level of Alcohol, this means that the purchaser has to estimate
how much alcohol still remains in the whisky they are buying if the cask
has not been re-gauged. Aftersome years of ageing, this can be an inaccurate way of measuring your stock. Th s system works well for the large
bulk traders who deal in the wholesale whisky market, as it would be too
time-consuming and costly to re-gauge every cask before they purchase
them. However, we believe this system is extremely unsuitable for the
investmentmarket.
What sets our PC micro investment apart from the competition is
our fraction system. By dividing up the casks into fractions we are able
to overcome the confusion of investing in a diminishing asset. If you hold
a fraction of a cask today, you will hold the same fraction of that cask in
5 or 10 years’ time. We fully accept that the volume of liquid in your
fraction will have decreased over time; however, hopefully the value will
have increased significantly.
We strongly believe that trading whisky by the fractions is superior in every way to trading whisky by the Litre. No longer is there any
confusion of how much liquid you may still have or worse, how much
liquid you are actually paying for.
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Whisky Bull Auctions
www.whiskybull.com
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Whilst working on building the largest collection of whisky in the world using WB is also beneficial
for acquisition of bottles without fees for our portfolio.
Our main objective for this course of action is to reduce
the fees paid on the acquisition of whisky assets for
the primary FMHG, - Rare Whisky Collection.
Whisky Bull (WB) is an online auction platform.
This was supposed to be live 2 years ago. We had
some design setbacks on the first platform and had to
have the whole thing rebuilt, we then came into COVID
19 lockdown which delayed the launch even further. I
am happy to say that it is successfully up and running
now and has been since October 2020.
Our aim for WB was to create the lowest
commission and fee auction site in the world. Which
we have now successfully completed. The downside to
being the lowest fee auction is that we have to have a
large volume to make it a success. We have a secret
plan to make this happen which includes international
expansion. We are working on this right now. You will
soon see how we plan to implement this.

We planned to build the online auction to act
as an exit strategy for our own bottle collection one
day as well as a source. It also allows us to build our
community of whisky collectors and extend our reach
and purpose to help educate the world into whisky
investment and collection.

Fee structure is as follows:
FEE STRUCTURE:
Buyer commission 5%
Seller Commission +1%
Listing bottle or cask FREE
Reserve £5
Membership £5 for life
Storage £1 per year per bottle insurance incl.
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Whisky Live Thailand.
The 31st of January and the 1st of February 2020 saw Fah Mai Holdings launch the inaugural Whisky
Live Thailand.

After acquiring the licence to run the Whisky Live event franchise in Thailand from Paragraph Publishing in
late 2018, we set out host the biggest whisky show ever to have been held in Thailand.
It took a little under 15 months to organise the first show, which was held at the Renaissance Hotel in Bangkok.
Whisky Live Thailand 2020 saw over 80 different brands represented at the show with approximately 200
different whiskies, rums, gins, vodkas or cognacs available for guests to try. Over the course of the two-day show,
almost 800 people attended various parts of the event, from the main exhibition, and VIP tasting room to the numerous
masterclasses that took place and the exclusive Fah Mai Holdings Macallan dinner.
The Fah Mai Holdings Macallan dinner saw FMHG team up with The Macallan for a packed 80 person,
5-course whisky paired dinner that featured the very first release and tasting of The Macallans Edition No5 in Thailand. The dinner was a hugely successful part of the event. It provided an excellent platform for FMH to engage with
potential new investors, which was one of the main objectives behind the decision to take on the WL franchise to
begin with.
Along with the FMH Macallan dinner the team also had two stalls in both the main event hall and the VIP
tasting room to help promote not only FMHG but our Platinum Cask brand as well.
I addition to this our CEO and President, Louis and Daniel, held a packed FMH Investing in whisky masterclass for
interested event guests looking to fi d out more about what we do.
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We were also pleased to host the team from
Amrut, headed up by Prasad Ganga, Assistant Manager of International Operations.
Having signed a Thailand exclusive distribution contract between FMH and Amrut Distilleries in
late 2019, it was great to have the Amrut team at the
show supporting FMH as we prepare to launch the
award-winning Indian single malt into Thailand in
2020.
We’revery excited to have been chosen by
Amrut astheirsole distribution partnerintoThailand.Welook forward toworking closelywith themoverthe comingmonths and yearsin amarketthat has not only a very
large Indian community but has seen the number of
Indian tourists grow rapidly in recent years.
Both the decisions to take on the distribution
of Amrut Indian single malt whiskies and the franchise
of Whisky Live in Thailand have come from our continued assessment of whiskies established, yet ever-growing popularity in the country.
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AMRUT
Amrut Single Malt Whisky is a product of 20 years
of research by AMRUT DISTILLERIES PRIVATE LTD.,
(ADPL), in an effort to produce highquality malt whisky in
tune with world standards. The whisky is made from select
Indian malted barley grown in Punjab and Rajasthan, the
northwest frontier states of India. The cold winters and
fiery summers create a unique quality of grain, rich in
flavour. Malting takes place at maltsters in Jaipur and
Delhi according to the standardslaid down by ADPL.
The malted barley is then transported to the south
of India to our production unit inBangalore where itis carefully mashed and distilled in small batches to preserve the
natural aromas. The whisky then undergoes maturation in
imported oak barrels for over three years in a unique tropical condition at a ware house on the distillery premises in
Bangalore, the Garden City of India, which is at an altitude
of 3000 ft. above the sea level enjoying a salubrious climate
all year around. This unique natural geographical location
allows intense maturation by losing considerable amount
of whisky as the "Angel's share".
To maintain the natural character of the product,
thewhisky is not chill filtered. Therefore, there may be mild
cloudiness on dilution, which is natural for all classic malts.
The whisky is best enjoyed both as an aperitif and as a
digestive.

“India's most Awarded Single Malt”
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The Team
Who Are We?

FMHG Inc. is made up of a small team of
highly motivated and able members. At the top
we have our President Mr. Daniel Monk and the
CEO Mr. Louis Haseman. In the UK we have
Whisky bull lead by Mr. Jacob Carter, he also acts
as our investor relations head. Over in Asia we
have our team for distribution/Administration and
Whisky Live, led by Ornprapa Blore (Takky)
Important team members include Mr. Steven Cox,
as our head of administration, Kukkik, who manages accounts for Thailand and Platinum Cask.
We also have a dedicated team of outsourced
experts, such as Brunson & Chandler LLC for US
legal advice, Pinnacle Consulting for auditing,
and A.Stotz Academny for accounting and overall
business simplification. We allshare the same
passion for a new and exciting future. We want to
stand out from the crowd whilst maintaining our
honest, open-minded integrity. We are interested
in passion and attitude rather than academic
achievement or status.

“Our goal isto build a company with consistent asset
growth that yields high dividendsfor our investors.”
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FOUNDER AND CEO
Louis Joseph Haseman
Born 23rd March 1984.
“I’m passionate about my health,physically, mentally and spiritually.
Keeping a balance between my work, social and recreational
life is important to me. Relationships are a key factorin my life, one of the most difficult areas
to be successful in for anyperson.I aim to remain humble and teachable
at all times.”
I started my working career at the age of 15 washing dishes in a small restaurant in Cornwall, UK.
I worked my way up to restaurant manager and did so in the next three establishments I worked
in. Seven yearsin Hospitality & Catering doing split shifts nd at one point 17 consecutive weeks
without a day off howed me what hard work was all
about. I’ve kept the discipline and hardworking attitude eversince.
Once I moved into sales and marketing my hardworking attitude paid off. I started my first
business when I was 23 years old. I was hooked into the entrepreneurial world immediately. Along
the way, I have tried and failed over and over with businesses, partnerships and
investments. Each lesson I learnt from failure placed me one step closer to success. I am a fi m
but fair and generous leader. Fah Mai Holdings Inc. is the product of all my experience.
“I can accept failure, everyone fails at something.
But I can’t accept not trying”.
- Michael Jordan.
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Fah Mai Holdings Group, Inc. does not offer any financial advice, any information contained within the
brochure is purely for educational purposes only.Youshould take independentfinancial advice froma professional
in connection with, orindependently research and verify, any information that you wish to rely upon, whether for
the purpose of making an investment decision or otherwise.
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FAH MAI HOLDINGS GROUP, INC.

FAH MAI HOLDINGS LIMITED

CONTACT - US

TC Energy Center,
700 Louisiana Street,
Suite 3950,
Houston TX 77002
United States
+1(323) 977 2843

CONTACT - Thai

1000/293
1st Floor, Liberty
Building,
Sukhumvit 55 Road,
Klongton Neau, Wattana,
Bangkok, 10110
Thailand
+66 (0)2 107 1047

CONTACT - UK

No 4.
Davis Way,
Fareham,
Hampshire,
PO14 1JF
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 8000-588-705
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